Any way you put it together, you can't beat the features and benefits of the Sand Pro!

**SPIKER**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **WEIGHT:** 280 lbs.
- **UNIT WORKING WIDTH:** 58".
- **WORKING DEPTH OF SPIKER:** 1¼" maximum.
- **SPACING OF BLADES:** 2¾".
- **NUMBER OF SPIKE HOLES:** 21 holes per square foot.
- **SPIKER BLADES:** High carbon steel - .105 inch thick. Special profile design for minimum disturbance of soil surface when spiking. 8 points per blade, 24 blades. 7¼" dia. blade point to point.
- **POWER:** Ground driven.

**FRAME:** All welded tubular-steel construction.

**WHEELS:** Standard demountable—interchangeable for three positions. 21 x 11.00-8 tires. Extra low-pressure, 4 psi compass tread.

**ENGINE:** Kohler 8 hp Model 181 SP. Cast iron block, dry element air filter, fuel pump. Rubber mounted.

**STARTER:** 12 v. Bendix-drive electric starter is standard. Key switch controlled from dash.

**DRIVE:** 3-wheel hydraulic. Engine-mounted variable-displacement piston pump through flexible coupling to 3 Ross Torqmotors® on wheels.

**STEERING:** Automotive-type steering wheel. 6:1 reduction ratio.

**SEAT:** One piece molded with back support. Adjustable forward and back.

**OPERATOR CONTROLS:** Key start, hand throttle, hand choke, ammeter and hour meter on dashboard. Foot peddle controls forward/reverse and speed. Hand-operated hydraulic control lifts and lowers rake, spiker or grader. Valve disengages pump for towing or pushing.

**FUEL TANK:** 2.7 gallon.

**HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR:** 1½ gal.

**HYDRAULIC OIL FILTER SYSTEM:** 10 micron replaceable element.

**SPEED RANGE:** Infinitely variable to 5½ m.p.h. maximum.

**TURNING RADIUS:** Machine turns on zero radius to the left or right.

**REFUSE CONTAINER:** Removable and located within easy reach of operator.

**DIMENSIONS:** Width—58½". Overall length —62½". Wheel base—40". Height—42". Weight—approx. 650 lbs. with fluids.

---

**FINISH-GRADER**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **WEIGHT:** 200 lbs.
- **DIMENSIONS:** Length: 10 inches. Width: 66 inches. Height: 10 inches.
- **LIFT:** Hydraulic.

**DESCRIPTION:** The Sand Pro Finish-Grader accessory consists of a box plow and scarifier designed to quick mount to the Sand Pro. The unit is capable of light ground maintenance and grooming, replacing hand shoveling and raking on ball diamonds, on golf courses, and for landscaping in small areas where use of larger machinery is not feasible.

**TORO**
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